Gullius
Name: Gullius
Age: 2
Sex: Male
Wingspan: 140cm (avg:130-150cm)
Length: 55cm (avg:54-60cm)
Weight: 700g (avg:690-1440g)
Eye Colour: Yellow/black with an orange eye-ring
Beak Colours: Brown/black, marked with a red spot underneath
Feather Colours: Mottled brown/grey with white spots, black tail feathers
Leg Colour: Pink
Scars/Markings: Optional beak mark
Role: Entrepreneur (ESTP)
Endangerment level: Red

Character Traits:
Bold, energetic
Highly intelligent
Practical - likes to get things done
Spontaneous - very easy to like
Sociable - a natural group leader
Impulsive, tendency to be unstructured in his approach - seizes the moment without always
fully considering the consequences

Biography:
Gullius hatched two winters ago on a remote clifftop gull roost in North-East England. He lived with
his mother Heras and father Larus as a chick, both of whom protected and cared for him as attentive
parents. As a young bird, he has spent the majority of time with his nursery flock, overseen by the
adult males of his brood. It was here he learned vital skills for adulthood such as flight and
communication. Gullius is now shedding the last of his second winter plumage, signifying his
transition into young adulthood, although it will be a couple more years before he develops his full
adult plumage.
A bold youngster, Gullius enjoys pushing boundaries and diving into situations, sometimes without
fully considering the consequences. This can create some social fallout with his peers, which he
doesn’t always bargain on. As a naturally sociable gull, this bothers Gullius at times. However, he’s a
natural risk-taker and nonconformist and can be defiant in his pursuit of action and adventure.
It’s hard to dislike Gullius as he is still very young and has a lot to learn about seagull mastery. His
originality and willingness to explore a range of solutions makes him a keen problem-solver and a
very useful gull to have around. For Gullius, life is an exciting ride, full of adventure and surprises, and
he needs to develop his emotional maturity as well as his ability to plan for the longer-term. He will
need to develop these skills to successfully navigate life once he embarks on his solo journey away
from his nursery flock.

